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Abstract
We exploit recently released trading data from the first phase of the EU emissions trading scheme (EU
ETS) to examine the process of market development. We know who traded, when, with whom, on
which platform if any, and at what price. These unusual data allow us to map for the first time the
actual market structure that emerged. Participation was partial and the market was fragmented. We
find evidence that participation and the market structure that arose are related to the observed price
formation process. We next plan to develop a microstructure-based model of trading that captures the
salient features observed in the data and allows us to explore the consequence of design choices such
as the possibility to bank allowances or allowances grandfathering.
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Introduction

The argument in favor of emissions markets (as opposed to a command-and-control policy) is well-known
(Montgomery, 1972). When governments do not know firms’ opportunity costs of abatement and these
are likely to be heterogeneous, giving firms emissions allowances that they can trade is better than setting
a fixed emissions quota for each firm. Overall, pollution abatement costs are minimized because firms
with high abatement costs buy allowances from firms with low abatement costs, and, in equilibrium,
marginal costs of abatement are equalized. However, this ability of emissions markets to lower total
abatement costs hinges upon their ability to generate accurate and stable price signals that reflect firms’s
opportunity costs. Ex-post analyses of existing emissions markets show that they usually underperform
their potential: participation may be limited, prices can be volatile and may not even satisfy the weak
form of market efficiency. This is problematic because the efficiency gains argument of these markets
relies exactly on their ability to aggregate efficiently dispersed information.
Our main goal in this paper is to understand the process of market development, information aggregation and price convergence, and the role of design in this process. To do so, we exploit recently released
individual transaction data from the first phase of the EU emissions trading scheme (2005-07). We will
first study how transaction patterns affect the price formation process. In a second step, we will connect
this observed price formation process to design decisions (through their impact on trading patterns).
While close observers acknowledge the importance of market frictions and the need for market participants to learn how to use these markets, there is limited discussion so far about how the design of these
markets can ease the process of information aggregation and price discovery (an exception is Joskow et
al., 1998, who argue that the EPA yearly auctions helped market participants in the US SO2 discover the
equilibrium price). Existing models of emissions markets are either static or, when they allow for time, do
not model the price formation process but simply posit that the price equals the marginal abatement cost
that solves the central planner problem. One example of design decision that is likely to affect information
aggregation is the decision to grandfather rather than auction allowances. Auctioning allowances forces
all market participants to actively participate, whereas grandfathering makes it possible for firms with
surplus allowances not to interact with the market. Another example is the decision to allow banking
and borrowing which received wisdom says is desirable because it offers further opportunities for cost
minimization. However, banking and borrowing also reduce incentives for early participation and may, as
a result, affect the price formation process. Last but not least, financial microstructure research suggests
that the way allowances are traded and how price information is conveyed back to the market are also
bound to affect information aggregation.
By connecting observed trading behavior with properties of the price formation process and by un2

derstanding how design can affect trading, our paper will provide stronger foundations for discussions
about market support. This is particularly policy-relevant at a time when the EU is discussing structural
reforms of its carbon market and several countries have recently launched or are considering to launch
emissions markets (California and Québec launched a carbon market in 2013 and new markets are being
set up in China, South Korea and India).
There is a large literature on emissions markets (Ellerman et al., 2000 and Ellerman et al., 2010,
summarize the early evidence and some of the debates on two of the largest schemes, the US SO2 market
and the EU ETS). Two strands of this literature are particularly relevant for our analysis. One strand
of the literature studies participation decisions in emissions markets and has highlighted the role of
transaction costs (e.g. Kerr and Mare, 1998 for lead or Zaklan, 2012 for the EU carbon market) and
behavioral aspects (permits used for compliance, not for revenue, see Sandoff and Schaad, 2009) to
explain limited participation. However, even though this literature notes that limited participation may
have an impact on the effectiveness of emissions markets as a policy instrument (see also Stavins, 1996), it
does not derive the implications for the price formation process. A second strand of the literature studies
the determinants of allowance prices and its dynamics (e.g., in the case of the EU ETS, Mansanet-Bataller
et al. 2007; Alberola and Chevallier 2008; Hintermann, 2010). None of these studies is able to explain
the price level during the first phase, which was clearly too high, considering the fact that the number of
allowances exceeded emissions in every year of the first phase. Using empirical approaches borrowed from
finance, some papers emphasize that prices in the EU carbon market even fail to satisfy the weak form of
the efficiency market hypothesis according to which prices reflect all past public information (Daskalakis
and Merkellos, 2008, Grossland, Li and Roca, 2013).
The novelty of our paper lies in bringing these two different perspectives (participation and price
formation) together and showing how one impacts the other. We broaden the analysis of trading in these
markets to also include, beyond participation, where and how trading takes place. The European carbon
market is not and has never been a centralized market. We document trading patterns and show that
prices failed to converge across trading venues, a fact that had not, to our knowledge, been documented
so far. More interestingly, we also find that the failure of price convergence is systematically related to the
structure of trading: Transaction prices on exchanges that are less connected (in a graph theory sense)
to the rest of the market are more frequently outside of the price range observed on Bluenext, the main
exchange trading venue for carbon allowances.
There is a long tradition in finance that relates market (micro) structure to the price formation process
(see Biais et al., 2005 for a survey). To further understand how the design of the EU carbon market
generates the observed trading patterns, we plan to build on recent advances in finance that analyze price
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formation and information aggregation in decentralized markets (Duffie et al., 2005, Duffie et al., 2011,
Golossov et al., 2014, Malamud and Rostek, 2014). The combination of theory and empirics is powerful
here because, once we drop the assumption of centralized frictionless markets, there are many ways to
model the price formation process: the empirical analysis helps us identify the features that we want to
have in our model. The model and its confrontation with the data will then allow us to understand how
the market design influences the price aggregation process, thereby generating insights that would not
have been available from the empirical analysis alone.
The paper is organized as follows. We provide some background on the EU carbon market in the next
section. Section 3 extends the standard model of centralized dynamic trading with dispersed information
to account for the specificities of emissions markets. Its goal is to provide a benchmark to analyze
deviations that can account for the observed data. Section 4 describes our data and section 5 documents
some stylized facts about participation and price formation in the data. Section 6 describes the extensions
of the benchmark theoretical model that we are considering to bring it closer to the empirical evidence.

2

Background on the EU emissions trading scheme

The setting for our analysis is the first phase of the EU emissions trading scheme (EU ETS), which was set
up by the European Union as part of its commitment to the Kyoto Protocol. The EU ETS was officially
launched in 2005 and is the largest emissions market to date in the world. The first phase of the EU
ETS covered emissions in 2005-07. (The second phase covered 2008-12 and corresponded to the Kyoto
Commitment. We are currently in the third phase.) During the first phase, close to 11,000 installations
received allowances to cover their emissions during the year, with the obligation to buy allowances on
the market to cover any excess. Allocations of allowances were decided at the national level, under
the supervision of the European Commission. National registries were set up to record ownership and
transfers of these allowances. Figure 1 shows the timing of the allocation and surrender of emissions
allowances. Allocations for the whole phase were announced at the beginning of the phase but allowances
were actually distributed in three installments at the end of February of each year. Firms had until April
30 to surrender the allowances corresponding to the emissions of the previous year. Unused allowances
could be banked for future years within the phase and given the timing of the distribution and surrender
of allowances, firms could use one year’s allowances to cover the previous year’s emissions.
Three factors contribute to making the first phase of the EU ETS particularly suitable to study the
impact of market design on information aggregation. First, there was significant uncertainty about the
demand for allowances. Business-as-usual levels of emissions were hastily computed for participating
firms before phase I and the fact that these firms came from very different industrial sectors also meant
4

they were facing very different abatement opportunities. Second, there was, for long, also significant
uncertainty about the supply of allowances. Poland, Italy and Greece did not get their allocation plans
approved by the European Commission before well into 2005. Additionally, there were delays in setting
up national registries, which prevented access to the market by firms located in those countries (unless
they opened an account in another country).
Last but not least, the market benefitted from very little further support, beyond the creation of
allowances and the registries. This reflected the view of the European Commission at the time that the
“market would take care of itself.”1 As a result, the EU ETS was initially a brokered-market – exchanges
were set up later – and the market remained a multi-venue affair throughout phase I (i.e. trading took
place through different channels – brokers, market makers and exchanges). Those exchanges differed
in market organization, access conditions and products offered (see Table 4 in Appendix C). A French
exchange, Bluenext, emerged as the dominant exchange for spot transactions whereas the Amsterdambased European Climate Exchange emerged as the leader for futures.

Figure 1: Timing of allocation and surrender of allowances in the EU ETS
These factors contributed to a high level of uncertainty and significant trading frictions. Figure 2
plots the observed allowance prices during phase I. These prices have been extensively commented in the
specialized press as well as in the academic literature. During the first year, the price increased from
around 10 euros in March 2005 to nearly 30 euros in April 2006, before it dropped to around 10 euros
within three days, upon the release of verified emissions in several countries that showed them to be
significantly below allocations. The allowance price rose again afterwards and stabilized around 15 euros
1

The following quote from a 2004 publication of the European Commission explaining the emissions scheme is revealing

(emphasis added): “The legal framework of the ETS does not lay down how and where trading in allowances should take
place. Companies and other participants in the market may trade directly with each other or buy and sell via a broker,
exchange or any other type of market intermediary that may spring up to take advantage of a new market of significant size.
The price of allowances will be determined by supply and demand as in any other market.” European Commission (2004, p.
14)
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for about four months before slowly converging to zero as it became increasingly clear that there were
excess allowances in the market (and these allowances could not be banked for the second phase).

Figure 2: Evolution of daily spot allowance prices during the first phase of the EU ETS (source: EEX
from March 2005 to June 2005 and Bluenext from June 2005 to April 2008)

3

A theoretical benchmark of price formation

In this section, we develop the simplest possible model of equilibrium price formation in a market that
integrates the salient features of the EU carbon market, namely gradual arrival of private information
about own emissions, illimited banking and borrowing of allowances within a phase, abatement, loss of
value of allowances at the end of the phase. The goal of the model is to establish whether the specificities
of the EU carbon market allow for full information aggregation when the best circumstances prevail, and
to provide a benchmark from which we can explore the impact of relaxing some of the assumptions about
the price formation process, market participants’ information and behavior.
Consider a market that plays out over T + 1 periods. In periods 1 to T, N firms emit carbon according
to an i.i.d. exogenous stochastic process, eit ∼ N (µt , σ 2 ), where µt and σ 2 are common knowledge; they
decide how much to abate and how many allowances to buy or sell in the market. To simplify notation,
we interpret eit as the emissions of firm i at time t, net of their received allowances. Let et denote period t
P
P
aggregate emissions, i eit , and Et = tτ =1 eτ denote aggregate emissions to date. Firms face quadratic
abatement costs c(ai , θi ) = 12 θi a2i , with θi > 0. These costs are common knowledge and do not vary over
time. As for emissions, we introduce notations at and At to denote period t and cumulative aggregate
emissions respectively.
Period T + 1 is a pure compliance period: there are no emissions nor abatement. Its role is to provide
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an opportunity for firms to buy the needed allowances to cover their net emissions from period 1 to period
T.2 If market participants fail to surrender enough allowances to cover their emissions, they are fined K
per missing allowance.
The timing of moves and information is the following. At the beginning of each period t ≤ T , firms:
• learn about their net emissions during the previous period, eit−1 , as well as aggregate past emissions,
Et−1 .
• receive a noisy unbiased signal xit about their current period emissions which is equal to xit = eit +εit ,
where εit are i.i.d. distributed according to N (0, 1).
• decide on abatement ait , and sales or purchases of allowances, yit .
At the beginning of period T + 1, firms learn about their net emissions as well as aggregate emissions
in period T , eiT and eT , decide on their sales or purchases of allowances, yiT +1 , and surrender their
allowances for compliance.3
Figure 3 summarizes the timing of actions and information in the model.

Figure 3: Timing
Firms are rational but, in the tradition of asset pricing theory, they take prices as given. Since there
are only T +1 moments of time when new information arrives or actions are taken, we solve for the market
equilibrium at these T + 1 moments. We do so recursively, starting from period T + 1. Let Iit describe
the information that firm i has at time t, i.e. all past prices, all past emissions, as well as xit , the signal
about its own emissions in the current period. Let pt denote the price of allowances in period t. We will
2

Its counterpart in the EU carbon market is the fact that allowances for year t need to be surrendered by 30 April of year

t + 1.
3
With full borrowing and banking, there is no loss in generality in assuming that compliance only occurs in period T + 1.
Given the timing of the distribution of allowances in the EU carbon market borrowing was limited to one period but this is
enough to provide the flexibility to render the assumption of compliance only at T + 1 inconsequential.
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assume for now and prove formally later that past prices fully reveal past abatement, so that At is fully
pinned dow by the observation of p1 , ..., pt .
At time T +1, emissions and abatements are fixed so there are only two possibilities: either cumulative
aggregate emissions are higher than cumulative abatement, ET > AT , in which case pT +1 = K, the penalty,
or ET ≤ AT , in which case pT +1 = 0.
At time T, firms learn about their past emissions, get a signal about their period T emissions, and
decide on their current abatement and trading. They solve the following optimization problem:

minaiT ,yiT pT yiT + c(aiT , θi ) + E [pT +1 yiT +1 |IiT ]
subject to
yiT +1 ≥ EiT − AiT − YiT

(1)

and the constraint that firm i does not sell more allowances than it has (denoted y iT ). If allowances have a
positive price in period T , then constraint (1) must bind at the optimum. Firms are indifferent if the price
of allowances is zero. Without loss of generality, we assume that the constraint is binding at the optimum.
This reduces traders’ individual optimization problem to the minimization of the following expected payoff
(where we have substituted yiT +1 by (1) and separated the endogenous and control variables from the
variables that are fixed as of time T ) over aiT and yiT :

pT yiT + c(aiT , θi ) + E [pT +1 eiT |IiT ] − (yiT + aiT )E[pT +1 |IiT ] + (EiT −1 − AiT −1 − YiT −1 )E[pT +1 |IiT ] (2)
|
{z
} |
{z
}
current period payoff

expected future payoff

Firm i expects to trade in period T + 1 if its past purchases and past abatements do not cover its net
emissions, which are still unknown in period T. This optimization problem is convex in aiT and linear in
yiT . Its solution is described by the first order condition:
ca (aiT , θi ) ≡ θi aiT = E[pT +1 |IiT ]

(3)

and
yiT = ∞ if pT < E[pT +1 |IiT ], yiT = −y iT if pT > E[pT +1 |IiT ], and indefinite otherwise.
Market equilibrium requires that the emissions market clears:
X

yiT = 0,

(4)

i

which, together with the first order conditions of firms, implies that the following condition must hold in
equilibrium:
pT ≥ E[pT +1 |IiT ] for all i, with equality for some i
8

(5)

Together, equations (3), (4) and (5) describe the equilibrium in period T of the emissions market. We
next show that there exists a market equilibrium where firms’ dispersed private information, namely the
signals xit ’s, gets aggregated into the allowances price.
Lemma 1. There exists a unique equilibrium price in period T that fully reveals xT . It is implicitly
defined by

pT = K 1 − Φ

 pT
θ

where Φ is the cdf of the standard normal, MT =

− ET −1 + AT −1 − MT
ST
1
N µT
(1+σ 2 )

+



σ2
x
(1+σ 2 ) T

(6)
and ST =

q

N σ2
1+σ 2

are the mean

and standard deviation of the forecast for aggregate emissions, eT , conditional on xT . Cumulative past
P  P
T −1
1
aggregate abatement is given by AT −1 =
i θi
t=1 pt , and revealed by past prices.
Lemma 1 provides an implicit solution for the equilibrium price in period T . As expected, the equilibrium price increases with cumulative past emissions (ET −1 ) and current aggregate emissions forecast
(MT ) and it decreases in past abatement (AT −1 ). Uncertainty about emissions, σ, has an ambiguous
effect on prices. On the one hand, ST is increasing in σ, which pushes equilibrium prices up when σ
increases (intuitively increasing uncertainty about emissions implies a higher predicted chance that the
market is short at time T + 1, which then trickles down through the intertemporal arbitrage condition
into higher prices in period T ). On the other hand, a higher level of uncertainty also means that firms put
more weight on signals xT when updating their prior about period T emissions. This can either contribute
towards increasing prices (if xT is larger than N µT ) or decreasing prices (otherwise). Finally, note that
the numerator in (6) scales proportionally with N , whereas its denominator only scales at the rate of
√
N . This implies that the price converges to K or 0 depending on the sign of the numerator. Intuitively,
as the number of firms increases, aggregate uncertainty about net emissions decreases (aggregate signal
xT perfectly reveals eT ) and the market is either long or short. The proof of lemma 1 establishes that
the aggregate signal is a sufficient statistics for individual signals, a variant of the standard result with
rational expectations equilibrium (e.g. Grossman, 1976, Tirole, 1982).
Proof. Suppose that such revealing price equilibrium exists. We argue that this implies that firms must
share the same expectations about future price, despite having different information sets. By definition,
E[pT +1 |IiT ] = K Pr(PT +1 = K|IiT )
= KPr(ET − AT > 0|IiT )
= K Pr(eT − aT + ET −1 − AT −1 > 0|IiT )
= K Pr(eT > aT − ET −1 + AT −1 |IiT )
9

(7)

Past and current prices pin down abatement through the first order condition (equation (3) for aT ).
Moreover, we assumed that past aggregate emissions are common knowledge. Therefore, all the terms on
the right hand side of the inequality sign in (7) are fully pinned down by firms’ information and therefore
commonly known to all firms. We next derive the distribution of eT conditional on firms’ information,
IiT .
Claim: Conditional on observing their own signal, xit and the aggregate signal, xt , firms hold the same
beliefs about the distribution of aggregate emissions, i.e. et |xit , xt ∼ et |xjt , xt .
Proof of claim: Consider the joint distribution of aggregate emissions, aggregate signals and individual
signals (where we are dropping the time index to simplify notation). Since xi = ei + εi , with ei ∼ N (µ, σ 2 )
P
P
and εi ∼ N (0, 1), and e =
ei and x =
xi , it is a multivariate normal given by:



 

N σ2
e
Nµ
N σ2
σ2




 




 
(8)
 x  ∼ N  N µ  ,  N σ 2 N (1 + σ 2 ) 1 + σ 2 



 

σ2
1 + σ2
1 + σ2
xi
µ
We leverage the following properties of multivariate normals. Let X ∈ RK be normally distributed with
P
mean µ and covariance
and consider any partition of X into a k-dimensional vector and a K − k
dimensional vector with


X=

X1
X2





 ∼ N 

  P
P 
11
12 
,
P
P

µ1
µ2

21

22

P P
then X1 ∼ N (µ1 , 11 ) and X1|X2 =x2 is also normally distributed with mean µ1 + 12 −1
22 (x2 − µ2 ) and
P P−1 P
P
covariance 11 − 12 22 21 . This implies that e|xi ,x is normally distributed with mean:
P


Nµ +

h

N σ2 σ2

i

N (1 + σ 2 ) 1 + σ 2

−1 

x − Nµ



 

xi − µ
1 + σ2



h
i
1
−1
x
−
N
µ
1


= N µ + [N (1+σ2 )−(1+σ
N σ2 σ2 
2 )]
−1 N
xi − µ


h
i
x
−
N
µ
σ2
 = 1 2 N µ + σ2 2 x
= N µ + (1+σ
1 0 
2)
(1+σ )
(1+σ )
xi − µ


1 + σ2

and variance

N σ2 −

h

N σ2

σ2

i


N (1 + σ 2 ) 1 + σ 2
1 + σ2

1 + σ2

−1
h


N σ2

σ2

i0

= N σ2 −

N σ4
N σ2
=
(1 + σ 2 )
(1 + σ 2 )

Note that neither the mean nor the variance of e|xi ,x depend on xi . Likewise, using the same process, we
1
find that e|x is normal with mean (1+σ
2) N µ +

σ2
x
(1+σ 2 )

and variance

(x is a sufficient statistic for e) and concludes the proof of claim.
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N σ2
.
(1+σ 2 )

This implies that e|x ∼ e|xi ,x

Because we have hypothesized that prices reveal aggregate signals x, the claim implies that, conditional
on observing their information at time T , including the price, firms hold the same beliefs about aggregate
emissions and therefore the same expectations about future prices, despite being differentially informed,
E[pT +1 |IiT ]= E[pT +1 |IiT ] for all i 6= j. In turn, common expectations mean that, at equilibrium, condition
(5) must hold with equality, i.e.
pT = K[Pr(eT >
where we have used (3) to derive aT =

P

aiT

pT
− ET −1 + AT −1 |IT )]
θ
P 1
with 1θ =
θi . Because eT is normally distributed

conditional on IiT this expression can be re-written as


pT
1
θ − ET −1 + AT −1 − (1+σ 2 ) N µT −


pT = K 1 − Φ
ST
where ST =

q

N σ2
(1+σ 2 )

σ2
x
(1+σ 2 ) T




(9)

is the standard deviation of the forecast for eT , conditional on xT . Because the

left hand-side in strictly increasing in pT and the right hand-side is strictly decreasing in pT , equation
(9) defines a unique equilibrium price. By the implicit function theorem pT is strictly increasing in xT ,
ensuring that it is fully revealing as hypothesized.

We now turn to period T − 1. Each firm now maximizes
max

aiT −1 ,yiT −1

pT −1 yiT −1 + c(aiT −1 , θi ) + V (aiT −1 , yiT −1 |IiT −1 )

where V (aiT −1 , yiT −1 |IiT −1 ) is the expected continuation value given choices aiT −1 and yiT −1 as of period
T − 1 (given in (2)). Using the property of continuation values (we only need to account for the direct
effects not the indirect effects), we have that:
ca (aiT −1 , θi ) = θi aiT −1 = E[pT +1 |IiT −1 ]

pT −1 ≥ E[pT +1 |IiT −1 ]
and market clearing
X

yiT −1 = 0,

i

We can proceed as before to prove that there exists a unique equilibrium in period T − 1 that fully
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aggregates firms’ private information. By definition:
E[pT +1 |IiT −1 ] = K Pr(PT +1 = K|IiT −1 )
= KPr(ET − AT > 0|IiT −1 )
= K Pr(eT −1 + eT − aT − aT −1 + ET −2 − AT −2 > 0|IiT −1 )
pT
pT −1
= K Pr(eT −1 + eT −
>
− ET −2 + AT −2 |IiT −1 )
θ
θ

(10)

As before, past and current prices pin down abatement through the first order condition. Therefore, all
the terms on the right hand side of the inequality sign in (10) are common knowledge, whereas the terms
on the left hand side are random variables based on IiT −1 . Both eT and eT −1 are normally distributed
and pT depends on xT through equation (6). Lemma 2 shows that pT can be approximated by a normal
distribution, which means that eT + eT −1 − pθT is normally distributed, and that, conditional on period
T − 1 information, all firms hold the same beliefs about it. The proof can be found in Appendix A.
Lemma 2. Based on their information at time T − 1 and aggregate signal xT −1 , firms hold the same
beliefs about current and future (net of abatement) emissions, eT −1 + eT +
eT −1 + eT −

pT
θ IiT −1 , xT −1

pT
θ

.

converges in distribution to a normal distribution with mean

MT −1 =

p0T
1
σ2
N
µ
+
x
+
N
µ
−
,
T −1
T −1
T
(1 + σ 2 )
(1 + σ 2 )
θ

where p0T is the price that solves (6) when xT = N µT and variance



N σ2
Kφ
σ2
Kφ
2
2
2
ST −1 =
+ Nσ − Nσ
1−
1 + σ2
θST + Kφ
1 + σ 2 θST + Kφ

where φ is shorthand notation for φ

p0
T
θ

−ET −1 +AT −1 −N µT
ST

(11)

!
, the density of the standard normal distribu-

tion, evaluated at the mean future price.
Because the third term in (11) is positive, Lemma 2 implies that variance of expected aggregate
current and future emissions, net of future abatement, is lower than the variance of aggregate current and
future emissions, eT + eT −1 , alone. Intuitively, the presence of abatement dampens the effect of shocks in
emissions and reduces the variance of aggregate expected future net emissions. Given that both terms in
brackets in (11) are smaller than 1, we nevertheless have that ST −1 > ST : uncertainty about future net
emissions decreases as time goes by.
Identical beliefs imply again that pT −1 = E[pT +1 |IiT −1 ] so that the equilibrium price can as before be
characterized by an implicit function of the form:
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 pT −1

θ − ET −2 + AT −2 − MT −1
pT −1 = K 1 − Φ
ST −1
where MT −1 and ST −1 are, respectively, the mean and standard deviation of future net aggregate emissions
eT + eT −1 − pθT as derived in Lemma 2, and prices reveal firms’ aggregate signal. The model can be solved
recursively for periods T − 2 and before to yield the following generic solution for the equilibrium price
for allowances:

pt = K 1 − Φ

 pt
θ

− Et−1 + At−1 − Mt
St


(12)

where Mt and St are, respectivelty, the mean and variance of future net aggregate emissions emissions,
based on firms’ aggregate signal at time t. [explicit form TBD]
The simple model so far suggests that the insights from the standard dynamic asset pricing model
with dispersed private information (e.g. Tirole, 1982) are unaffected by the introduction of abatement or
pure private values (instead of the standard pure common values framework used in finance). Equilibrium
prices aggregate firms’ dispersed information about their emissions. The (strong form of the) efficient
market hypothesis according to future price changes cannot be predicted on the basis of past prices, holds.
These predictions contrast with existing evidence about price dynamics in the EU carbon market.
Prices in the first phase were extremely volatile as shown in Figure 2. Whereas some of the observed
swings in prices can easily be explained by changes in the supply of permits or emissions (changes in µt
in our model) or the nearing of the end of the phase (where the model predicts that prices should be
converging to zero or to K), the large price drop in April 2006 upon the public release of certified emissions
in several countries contradicts the predictions of the benchmark model: this information should have been
integrated into the price already. In the next two sections we turn to the data to explore what extensions
of the benchmark model are most realistic to analyze the actual process of information aggregation that
took place. There are two obvious candidates: partial participation and fragmentation of trading. If
firms do not all participate to the market, the market cannot aggregate their information. Likewise,
if the market is fragmented (unlike the centralized market of the benchmark model), then information
aggregation is likely to be hampered.

4

Data

Since the beginning of the program in 2005, every spot transaction between participants has been recorded
in a central registry called the Community Independent Transaction Log (CITL). These transaction data
are available with a 5-year lag (recently reduced to 3 years). We downloaded data on all transactions
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in phase I allowances. We also downloaded data on all account holders in the EU ETS and collected
transaction price data from all trading venues used by market participants during phase I.

4.1

Accounts and firms datasets

To participate in the EU ETS, a firm or individual must open an account in a national registry. Administrative formalities to open such accounts differ across national registries and can be as simple as
providing an email address. The CITL records all accounts open in any national registry, at any point
of time. The CITL account data classify accounts in 3 categories: (1) accounts for EU ETS participants
(also known as operator accounts). These are the installations subject to the EU ETS regulation; (2)
country accounts, which are used for initial allocations, surrender and other administrative transactions,
and (3) third party accounts, which are accounts open by any third party. We focus on the operator and
third party accounts. Each account is associated with an account holder name, the registry where the
account is open and the address of the account holder. Operator accounts are also associated with an
industrial sector, initial allocation of allowances and certified emissions.4 We use the transaction data
(see below) to identify those accounts that were active during the first phase (1 January 2005 – 30 April
2008). This leaves 10,808 operator accounts and 786 third party accounts (11,594 active accounts).
Firms can hold multiple accounts. This is the case for operators that have several installations subject
to the EU ETS. This is also the case for firms that want to hold accounts in different national registries
to be able to trade on specific exchanges or to be able to trade when their national registry is still not
operational. Finally, some firms also have different accounts for different functions (trading, brokering).
Since intra-firm transactions may not be driven by the same motives as inter-firm transactions, we
aggregate accounts at the firm level. We first identify the accounts of exchanges and the clearinghouse
members of ECX.5 For the remaining 11,491 accounts, we create a unique firm ID using the two following
approaches. The first approach is to match accounts on the basis of account characteristics. We use
information about parent companies identified in the national allocation plans (also available in the
CITL) to match accounts of installations sharing the same parent company. Since this information is
available for a limited number of installations, we also use addresses and account holder names to match
accounts. We consider that accounts that have both the same address and the same account holder name
belong to the same firm. This process results in 6,684 unique firm IDs. This number still overestimates
the number of independent traders as fully-owned subsidiaries of the same firm, for example, will not
be considered as belonging to the same firm, unless they are located at the same address and identify
4

The original dataset classifies installations into 24 categories which we aggregate into 9 sectors: power & heat, refineries,

iron, steel and coke, glass, ceramics, pulp & paper, metals, other.
5
Market participant willing to trade on ECX have to place their order via a member of the exchange.
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the same person as account holder or their parent company information is available. As a result, we
complement this first approach by using transaction patterns to identify accounts belonging to the same
firm. Specifically, we search for accounts that could serve as trading desks for groups of related firms, the
idea being that the transactions of interest in this case are the transactions between the trading desk and
third parties, whereas transactions between the trading desk and the accounts of the related firms are
just internal transfers. Appendix B describes the procedure that we use to identify trading desks. This
process further reduces the number of unique firm IDs to 6,284.
Our final dataset contains 6,320 unique firm IDs (the 6,284 unique firms just obtained and the firm IDs
corresponding to the exchanges and their clearing house members). Each firm ID is associated with one or
several active accounts. We define a firm as an operating firm if one of its accounts is an operator account.
There are 5,927 operating firms in our dataset. In addition, 6 exchanges offered trading or clearing for
spot or futures allowances during phase I.6 We classify the remaining 387 firms as financial intermediary or
other third party depending on their trading patterns. Specifically, we use the trading patterns of EXAA,
the smallest carbon exchange in our data, as benchmark, and classify firms as financial intermediaries if
they had a higher number of transactions, a higher number of transaction partners, and a higher level of
betweenness than EXAA.7 This process identifies 45 financial intermediary firms. Appendix B describes
the procedure in detail.
6

These exchanges are Bluenext, the European Climate Exchange (ECX), Nordpool, the Energy Exchange Austria (EXAA),

the European Energy Exchange (EEX) and Gestore Mercati Energetici (GME). They are briefly described in Appendix A.
7
The betweenness of a trader is a graph-theoretic measure of its potential role as an intermediary. It measures the fraction
of time a trader lies on the shortest path between any two other traders, where a path is defined by transactions. See appendix
C for a formal definition.
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Table&1:&Descriptive&statistics&of&the&firm&dataset&(by&type&of&market&participant)&
Table
1: Descriptive statistics of the firm dataset (by type of market participant)

!

Power!and!Heat!sector!(N!=!3,786)!

!
#!accounts!
Allocationa!!
Emissionsa!!
#!transactions!/!yrb!!
Avg!transaction!sizec!
#!trading!partners!
Betweenness!

Mean! Std!Dev! Median!
2.00!
3.86!
1!
1.136!
9.089!
0.067!
1.154!
9.529!
0.049!
2.76!
18.53!
0.487!
0.02!
0.14!
0!
1.56!
4.83!
1!
0.001!
0.026!
0!

!

Mean!
1.63!
0.897!
0.808!
1.42!
0.02!
1.24!
0.000!

Exchanges!(N!=!6)!

#!accounts!
#!transactions!/!yrb!
Avg!transaction!sizec!
#!trading!partners!
Betweenness!

1.67!
1.21!
439.31! 681.61!
0.13!
0.25!
61.5!
34.92!
0.052!
0.038!

!
1.16!
18.54!
0.06!
5.54!
0.001!

0.58!
44.52!
0.20!
7.18!
0.002!

1!
4.75!
0.01!
3!
0.000!

Std!Dev!
2.60!
3.936!
3.550!
5.44!
0.09!
1.94!
0.003!

Median!
1!
0.064!
0.053!
0.479!
0!
1!
0!

Max!
[1,!62]!
[0,!79.7]!
[0,!75.2]!
[0,!182.5]!
[0,!3.05]!
[0,!31]!
[0,!0.094]!

Financial!intermediaries!(N!=!45)!

1!
[1,!4]!
163.6! [50.7,!1,809]!
0.03!
[0,!0.6]!
70!
[17,!96]!
0.057! [0.01,!0.10]!

2.48!
199.02!
0.05!
74.02!
0.050!

Other!(N!=!342)!

#!accounts!
#!transactions!/!yrb!
Avg!transaction!size!
#!trading!partners!
Betweenness!
a

Operators!U!other!sectors!(N!=!2,141)!

Range!
[1,!140]!
[0,!337]!
[0,!349]!
[0,!829]!
[0,!6.05]!
[0,!145]!
[0,!0.7]!

1.75!
139.37!
0.04!
52.43!
0.118!

!

[1,!7]!
[0,!365]!
[0,!1.68]!
[0,!48]!
[0,!0.015]!

!
!
!
!
!

2!
152.6!
0.03!
69!
0.022!

!
!
!
!
!
!

[1,!11]!
[52,660]!
[0.01,0.25]!
[4,!248]!
[0.01,0.8]!

!
!
!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!
!
!

!Allocations!and!emissions!are!in!millions!of!tons,!over!the!entire!phase.!

b!

Transactions!are!normalized!by!the!number!of!days!between!the!first!transaction!and!30!April!2008,!and!expressed!in!average!
number!of!transactions!per!year.!
c
!Average!transaction!size!is!expressed!in!millions!of!allowances.!

!

3.2.

Transactions$dataset$

Table 1 provides descriptive statistics of our firm dataset, by type of market participants. Operator
Our!original!dataset!contains!all!the!spot!transactions!in!phase!I!EU!allowances!(116,576!transactions).!The!

first!transaction!took!place!on!11!January!2005.!The!last!transaction!took!place!on!30!April!2008.!As!our!
firms from the
“Power and Heat” sector are on average on the short side of the market (they emit more
focus! is! on! trades! among! third! parties! and! operators,! we! drop! initial! allocations! and! surrenders! (58%! of!

than they received
in allowances), whereas the other sectors are on the long side on average, and they
the!total!number!of!transactions).!We!also!drop!intraUfirm!transactions!(9.2!%),!using!the!unique!firm!IDs!
defined!in!the!firm!dataset.!Our!final!dataset!contains!38,299!interUfirm!transactions.!!

trade about twice as much as operators of the other sectors. There is a high level of heterogeneity
All!transactions!are!realUtime!transactions,!with!two!exceptions.!First,!potential!sellers!on!Gestore!Mercati!

within participant
however, and outliers drive much of the difference in averages. In fact, the
Energeticitype,
(GME),!the!Energy!Exchange!Austria!(EXAA)!and!the!European!Energy!Exchange!(EEX)!had!to!first!
deposit!allowances!on!the!account!of!the!exchange!before!being!able!to!submit!a!sell!order.!We!are!able!
median number
of transactions, the median number of trading partners (degree) and the median level of

betweenness

to!reconstruct!the!exact!timing!of!the!orders!for!EXAA!but!not!for!GME!and!EEX!(1.6%!of!the!transactions).!
The!second!exception!is!transactions!on!ECX,!which!appear!in!the!registry!3!days!later.!We!change!the!time!
is actually similar across industrial sectors. Exchanges, financial intermediaries
stamp!accordingly!when!matching!with!the!ECX!price.!!!

and other

market participants trade more on average and have many more trading partners than operator firms.
8!

4.2

!

Transactions dataset

Our original dataset contains all the spot transactions in phase I EU allowances (116,576 transactions).
The first transaction took place on 11 January 2005. The last transaction took place on 30 April 2008.
As our focus is on trades among third parties and operators, we drop initial allocations and surrenders
(58% of the total number of transactions). We also drop intra-firm transactions (9.2%), using the unique
firm IDs defined in the firm dataset. Our final dataset contains 38,299 inter-firm transactions. All
transactions are real-time transactions, with two exceptions. First, potential sellers on Gestore Mercati
Energetici (GME), the Energy Exchange Austria (EXAA) and the European Energy Exchange (EEX)
16

had to first deposit allowances on the account of the exchange before being able to submit a sell order.
We are able to reconstruct the exact timing of the orders for EXAA but not for GME and EEX (1.6%
of the transactions). The second exception is transactions on ECX, which appear in the registry 3 days
later. We change the time stamp accordingly when matching with the ECX price.
We associate each transaction with a trading venue (one of the exchanges or OTC) and with a
transaction-specific price, based on tick or transaction-level data from the exchanges, when available.8
All transactions on ECX go through clearing members of ECX and are therefore initially coded as two
transactions: one between the trading firm and the ECX member, and one between the ECX member and
ECX. We recode them as one transaction, between the trading firm and ECX. A proxy price based on
the carbon spot index published daily by Point Carbon on the basis of quotes by the main brokers in the
market is associated to the transactions for which no transaction-specific price is available (mostly OTC
transactions). This index is available from 15 September 2005 onwards, meaning that 969 transactions
are not matched to any price.
At the end of this process, we have 37,310 transactions (instead of 38,299) that are classified as
real-time transactions. 30.75% of them are associated with a transaction-level specific price, 66.66% are
associated with a price based on the Point Carbon price index and 2.60% are not associated with any
price. This is the transaction dataset we use.
Trading concentrates in two months during the year (Figure 4): December and April. December
corresponds to the end of the compliance period and so firms in principle know their emissions by then and
thus their deficit or surplus. December also corresponds to the main maturity for futures on allowances.
At settlement, allowances change hands and this generates a transaction in our data (in practice a third
of the December transactions in our data are driven by the settlement of futures). April corresponds to
the month of surrender for allowances.
8

We have tick data for Nordpool and Bluenext, as well as settlement prices for ECX and EXAA.
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allowances.! At! settlement,! allowances! change! hands! and! this! generates! a! transaction! in! our! data! (in!
practice! a! third! of! the! December! transactions! in! our! data! are! driven! by! the! settlement! of! futures).! April!
corresponds!to!the!month!of!surrender!for!allowances.!!
Figure&3:&Volume&of&trading&overtime&(interQfirm&trades)&
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Figure 4: Volume of trading overtime (inter-firm trades)

10!We!have!tick!data!for!Nordpool!and!Bluenext,!as!well!as!settlement!prices!for!ECX!and!EXAA.!!
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9!
!
summarizes

Table 2
the transaction patterns in our data as a function of buyer and seller types. An
Table! 2! summarizes! the! transaction! patterns! in! our! data! as! a! function! of! buyer! and! seller! types.! An!
operator firm is involved in 66% of transactions and direct operator-operator transactions represent 17%
operator!firm!is!involved!in!66%!of!transactions!and!direct!operatorUoperator!transactions!represent!17%!
9
of of!
allall!
transactions.
phase I!Igo!
gothrough!
throughan!
anexchange!
exchangeand!
andnearly!
nearly
75%
transactions.1131%
! 31%!ofof!the
the!transactions
transactions! during
during! phase!
75%!
of!of
them!involve!a!financial!intermediary!or!an!exchange.!!!!
them
involve a financial intermediary or an exchange.
Table&2:&Transaction&patterns&across&buyer&and&seller&types&during&phase&I&(in&%&of&transactions,&N&=&37,310)&

Table 2: Transaction patterns across buyer and seller types during phase I (in % transactions, N=37,310)
Buyer!is!\!Seller!is!
Exchange!
Financial!intermediary!
Operator!
Other!

Exchange!
0.0%!
6.3%!
6.3%!
3.0%!

Financial!
intermediary!
9.0%!
6.4%!
8.3%!
2.6%!

Operator!

Other!

4.4%!
20.7%!
17.6%!
6.0%!

2.2%!
2.6%!
3.8%!
1.0%!

!

4. Preliminary&insights&from&the&data&

5

Preliminary insights from the data

In! this! section! we! investigate! to! what! extent! participation! and! market! structure! can! be! related! to! price!
behavior.!!
In this section we investigate to what extent participation and the fragmentation of trading across several

4.1.
Participation!
trading
venues can
be related to the observed price dynamics.
Due!to!delays!in!setting!up!registries!in!some!countries,!not!all!firms!were!connected!to!an!account!from!
5.1
Participation
the! very!
beginning! of! the! first! phase.! Only! the! Danish! registry! was! active! as! of! February! 2005! and! by!
December!2005,!8!national!registries!were!still!to!be!open.!Operator!firms!in!those!countries!could!not!sell!
Due
to delays in setting up registries in some countries, not all firms were connected to an account from
their!allowances!(but!they!could!buy!allowances!by!opening!an!account!in!another!registry).!

the very beginning of the first phase. Only the Danish registry was active as of February 2005 and by
Connection!is!only!one!part!of!the!story!however.!Figure!4!shows!the!cumulative!distributions!of!the!first!
9
Some of these transactions may be brokered but the broker did not take ownership of the allowances at any point in
date!of!connection!(full!line)!and!of!the!first!trade!(dashed!line)!for!operator!firms.!Only!23%!of!connected!
time.
operators!traded!during!the!first!year!and!only!66%!of!them!traded!at!all!over!the!whole!phase.!!Given!the!
design! of! the! market! (ability! within! phase! I! to! bank! surplus! allowances! and! borrow! from! the! next! year),!
these!firms!could!afford!this!strategy.!In!the!data,!about!two!thirds!of!the!firms!that!did!not!participate!but!
were!connected!in!2005!had!a!surplus!for!2005;!the!others!were!in!deficit!and!thus!borrowed!from!later!
18
compliance!years,!another!possibility!introduced!by!the!fact!that!the!deadline!for!allowances!surrender!for!
year!t!emissions!was!after!the!allocation!of!allowance!for!year!t+1.!The!ability!to!bank!or!borrow!is!usually!

December 2005, 8 national registries were still to be open. Operator firms in those countries could not
sell their allowances (but they could buy allowances by opening an account in another registry).
Connection is only one part of the story however. Figure 5 shows the cumulative distributions of the
first date of connection (full line) and of the first trade (dashed line) for operator firms. Only 23% of
connected operators traded during the first year and only 66% of them traded at all over the whole phase.
Given the design of the market (ability within phase I to bank surplus allowances and borrow from the
next year), these firms could afford this strategy. In the data, about two thirds of the firms that did
not participate but were connected in 2005 had a surplus for 2005; the others were in deficit and thus
borrowed from later compliance years. The ability to bank or borrow is usually seen favorably because it
provides firms !with an additional dimension of cost optimization but the data show that it also reduces
incentives to interact
with the market.
Figure&4:&Operator&firms'&connection&and&participation&to&the&market&
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Partial!participation!begs!the!question!of!who!took!part!in!the!market.!Figure!5!plots!the!evolution!of!the!
Figure
5: Operator
connection
and
to the
average!
accumulated!
surplus! of!firms’
operator!
firms! connected!
to!participation
the! market! (left! panel)!
and!market
active! in! the!
market!(right!panel).!Accumulated!surplus!is!defined!as!allowances!received!so!far!minus!surrender!from!
current!and!past!compliance!periods!plus!the!sum!of!the!net!trades!so!far!(purchases!minus!sales).12!In!the!
Partial participation
begs the question of who took part in the market. Figure 6 plots the evolution
left!panel,!surplus!progressively!builds!up!until!February!2006.!The!decline!starting!in!March!2006!arises!
from!the!fact!that!emissions!in!2006!(and!thus!surrender)!were!much!higher!than!allocations!in!2006.!From!
of the average October!2006,!operator!firms!connected!to!market!have!a!very!small!deficit!and!end!the!first!phase!with!
accumulated surplus of operator firms connected to the market (left panel) and active in
an!average!surplus!of!2,000!allowances.!A!very!different!picture!emerges!when!we!look!at!actively!trading!
the market (right
panel). Accumulated surplus is defined as allowances received so far minus surrender
firms! (right! panel).! Until! July! 2005! (which! corresponds! to! the! entry! of! Bluenext! in! the! market),! firms!
participating!in!the!market!had!a!net!deficit!of!allowances.!The!average!participant!in!the!market!is!then!
from current and
past compliance periods plus the sum of the net trades so far (purchases minus sales).10
on! the! long! side! until! July! 2006.! Compared! to! the! average! connected! firm,! the! average! surplus! of! the!
In the left panel,
surplus progressively builds up until February 2006. The decline starting in March 2006
participants!is!much!higher.!For!example,!in!January!2006,!the!average!participant!has!a!surplus!of!85,000!
allowances!(against!49,000!for!the!average!connected!firm).!From!then!on,!the!average!participant!is!on!
arises from thethe!short!side!again!up!until!the!very!end,!unlike!the!average!connected!firm.!
fact that emissions in 2006 (and thus surrender) were much higher than allocations in

2006. From October 2006, operator firms connected to market have a very small deficit and end the first
10

Since we restrict attention to operator firms, the sum of purchases and sales need not sum to zero. Allowances received

and surrendered are intrapolated at the month level.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

12!Since!we!restrict!attention!to!operator!firms,!the!sum!of!purchases!and!sales!need!not!sum!to!zero.!!

!
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phase with an average surplus of 2,000 allowances. A very different picture emerges when we look at
actively trading firms (right panel). Until July 2005 (which corresponds to the entry of Bluenext in the
market), firms participating in the market had a net deficit of allowances. The average participant in the
market is then on the long side until July 2006. Compared to the average connected firm, the average
surplus of the participants is much higher. For example, in January 2006, the average participant has a
!
surplus of 85,000
allowances (against 49,000 for the average connected firm). From then on, the average

participant is on
the short side again up until the very end, unlike the average connected firm.
Figure&5:&Evolution&of&average&accumulated&surplus&of&operator&firms&
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Markets! can! only! aggregate! the! information! held! by! market! participants.! If! we! take! those! that! actually!
traded!
as! a! proxy!
of! market! participants,!
it! is! tempting!
to! try! and!
reconcile!of
the!operator
observed! evolution!
Figure
6: Evolution
of average
accumulated
surplus
firms of!
prices!in!Figure!2!with!the!evolution!of!the!accumulated!surplus!of!participating!operator!firms!in!the!right!
panel!of!Figure!5.!The!change!in!the!composition!of!actively!participating!firms!observed!around!July!2005,!
from!
a! net!
short! side! to!
long! side! is! accompanied!
by! a! drop!
in! allowances! prices!
might!
be! that actually
Markets can
only
aggregate
thea! net!
information
held by market
participants.
If weas!
take
those
expected! from! an! equilibrium! model! of! price! formation.! However,! nothing! in! the! net! surplus! pattern!
13
traded as a proxy
of market participants, it is tempting to try and reconcile
the observed evolution of
seems!to!justify!the!later!increase!in!prices!during!the!4!first!months!of!2006.
!The!sudden!price!drop!in!
April!2006!was!caused!by!the!publication!of!verified!emissions!in!7!countries!for!2005!indicating!that!they!
prices in Figure
2 lower!
withthan!
theexpected,!
evolution
ofof!the
accumulated
surplus
participating
operator
firms in the
were!
a! piece!
information!
that! standard!
models!of
of! rational!
expectations!
would!
have!predicted!were!already!incorporated!in!the!price!(Grossman,!1976).!A!preliminary!conclusion!of!our!
right panel of Figure 6. The change in the composition of actively participating firms observed around
analysis!so!far!is!that!participation!was!partial!in!the!EU!ETS!and!that,!by!construction,!this!implies!that!the!
market!will!fail!to!aggregate!participants’!information.!But!partial!participation!by!itself!cannot!explain!the!
July 2005, from
a net short side to a net long side is accompanied by a drop in allowances prices as might
observed!pattern!of!prices.!!

be expected from an equilibrium model of price formation. However, nothing in the net surplus pattern
4.2.

Fragmented$markets$

seems to justify
the later increase in prices during the first 4 months of 2006.11 A preliminary conclusion
The! European! carbon! market! was! (and! still! is)! largely! decentralized! and! trading! occurred! in! different!
To!is
investigate!
the! level! of! integration!
of! the! market,!
we! examine!
the! network!
formed!
the!
of our analysisvenues.!
so far
that participation
was partial
in the
EU ETS
and that,
byby!construction,
this
transactions!that!took!place.!Every!firm!is!a!node!and!two!nodes!are!connected!if!they!traded!at!any!point!

in! time!
during!
phase!
I.! This!
generates!
a! large! connected!
network! of!
size! 4,116,!
16! networks!
implies that the
market
will
fail
to convention!
aggregate
participants’
information.
But
partial
participation by itself
ranging!from!size!3!to!size!7!and!89!connected!pairs!(the!remaining!1,968!firms!did!not!trade!at!all!during!

cannot explainphase!
the observed
of analysis!
prices.to! shorter! time! periods,! the! size! of! the! largest! network!
I).! When! we!pattern
restrict! our!
unsurprisingly! decreases! (in! year! 1! for! example! it! has! size! 1,655).! However,! all! the! exchanges! and! most!
financial!intermediaries!continue!to!belong!to!the!large!network!suggesting!the!presence!of!a!strong!core!

5.2

Fragmented markets

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13!A!caveat!to!this!argument!is!that!we!observe!surrender,!which!corresponds!to!certified!exapost!emissions!and!

The Europeanare!thus!the!net!result!of!businessaasausual!emissions!and!abatement!efforts.!Momentarily!high!prices!can!drive!
carbon market was (and still is) largely decentralized and trading occurred in different
abatement!resulting,!exapost,!in!low!levels!of!surrender.!!

venues. Figure 7 shows that very few operators (154 out of 5,927) traded on exchanges. Among these
11

12!

A caveat to this argument is that we observe surrender, which corresponds to certified ex-post emissions and are thus the
!

net result of business-as-usual emissions and abatement efforts. Momentarily high prices drive abatement resulting, ex-post,
in low levels of surrender.
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operators trading on exchanges, only 24 operators (all from the Power and Heat sector) traded on more
than one exchange. Moreover, the trading patterns of financial intermediaries (Figure 8), suggest that
they mostly buy OTC and sell on exchange in December and OTC in April.

OTC$

• 3,815$operators$
$
• 11$ﬁnancial$
intermediaries$
$
• 230$other$traders$

Exchanges$

• 119$operators$
• 35$operators$
$
• 13$other$traders$

• 34$ﬁnancial$
intermediaries$
• 90$other$traders$

1,958$non@parAcipaAng$operators$

Figure 7: Venn diagram for the trading venues used by market participants
!
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Figure 8: Accumulated net positions for financial intermediaries
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unsurprisingly decreases (in year 1 for example it has size 1,655). However, all the exchanges and most
financial intermediaries continue to belong to the large network suggesting the presence of a strong core
of !financial intermediaries in the market.12 In fact, when we look at the whole phase I, most exchanges
are located at a short distance of one another and all of them are at distance 2 from Bluenext, meaning
of!financial!intermediaries!in!the!market.14!!In!fact,!when!we!look!at!the!whole!phase!I,!most!exchanges!are!
that, for each exchange, there is at least one firm that sent orders both to that exchange and to Bluenext.
located!at!a!short!distance!of!one!another!and!all!of!them!are!at!distance!2!from!Bluenext,!meaning!that,!
Firms
that trade on multiple exchanges can arbitrage and therefore contribute to price discovery.
for!each!exchange,!there!is!at!least!one!firm!that!sent!orders!both!to!that!exchange!and!to!Bluenext.!Firms!
that!trade!on!multiple!exchanges!can!arbitrage!and!therefore!contribute!to!price!discovery.!!
These apparent signs of market integration are at odds with evidence about prices across trading
venues.
To study the extent to which prices across venues were equalized, we use the daily price range
These!apparent!signs!of!market!integration!are!at!odds!with!evidence!on!prices!across!trading!venues.!To!
study!the!extent!to!which!prices!across!venues!were!equalized,!we!use!the!daily!price!range!(min!and!max)!
(min
and max) on Bluenext, which represented about two thirds of exchange-mediated trading in spot
on!Bluenext,!which!represented!about!two!thirds!of!exchangeUmediated!trading!in!spot!allowances,!with!
allowances, with the average price observed in the other trading venues. Table 3 shows that, on average,
the!average!price!observed!in!the!other!trading!venues.!Table!3!shows!that,!on!average,!prices!in!the!other!
prices
in the
other
trading
were outrange!
of theabout!
Bluenext
range
50% of being!
the time.
Clearly,
being
trading!
venue!
were!
out! of!venue
the! Bluenext!
50%! of!
the! about
time.! Clearly,!
part! of!
the! same!
network!is!no!guarantee!of!complete!price!convergence.!
part
of the same network is no guarantee of complete price convergence.
Table&3:&Out&of&price&ranges&across&trading&venues&(relative&to&Bluenext&prices)&&

Table 3: Out of price ranges across trading venues (relative to Bluenext prices)

a!

Exchange$
ECX$(at$settlement)$
EEX$$
EXAA$
GME$
Nordpool$
Point$Carbona$
Total$

Nb$of$daily$obs.$
11!
554!
118!
17!
195!
541!
1,436!

w/i$range$(%)$
9!(81.8%)!
268!(48.4%)!
50!(42.4%)!
0!
148!(75.9%)!
220!(40.7%)!
695!(48.4%)!

Outside$(%)$
2!(18.2%)!
286!(51.6%)!
68!(57.6%)!
17!(100%)!
47!(24.1%)!
321!(51.3%)!
741!(51.6%)!

Point!Carbon!is!an!index!based!on!quotes!by!brokers!in!the!OTC!market.!!

In!Figure!6,!we!use!the!graphUtheoretic!notion!of!closeness!as!a!measure!of!an!exchange’s!relative!position!
In Figure 9, we use the graph-theoretic notion of closeness as a measure of an exchange’s relative
within!the!main!network!and!relate!this!measure!to!its!performance!with!respect!to!being!within!the!price!
range!of!Bluenext.!Formally,!the!closeness!of!a!node!(here:!one!of!the!exchanges)!is!defined!as!NU1!divided!
position
within the main network in a specific year and relate this measure to its performance with
by!the!sum!of!the!distances!to!other!nodes!in!the!network,!where!N!is!the!number!of!connected!nodes.!It!
respect to being within the price range of Bluenext in that year. Formally, the closeness of a node (here:
is! equal! to! one! if! it! has! a! direct! connection! to! all! other! nodes! in! the! network.! Intuitively,! closeness!
one
of the exchanges)
is defined
as other!
N-1 divided
the sum
of theFigure!
distances
to other
nodes inrelationship!
the network,
measures!
the! ease! of!
reaching!
nodes! by
in! the!
network.!
6! shows!
a! negative!
between!the!closeness!of!an!exchange!in!the!network!and!the!probability!that!its!prices!are!outside!of!the!
where
N is the number of connected nodes. It is equal to one if it has a direct connection to all other nodes
15
!This!suggests!that!the!actual!structure!of!the!market!may!have!had!an!influence!
in price!range!in!Bluenext.
the network. Intuitively,
closeness measures the ease of reaching other nodes in the network. Figure
on!the!price!formation!process!during!phase!I.!!!
9 shows a negative relationship between the closeness of an exchange in the network and the probability

that its prices are outside of the price range in Bluenext.13 This suggests that the actual structure of the
market may have had an influence on the price formation process during phase I.
12

We examined some of the smaller networks. Some of them are geographically specialized and organized around one

financial intermediary. Others bring together firms from the same industrial sectors.
13
For reference, the closeness of Bluenext for each of these 3 years is 0.351, 0.362, and 0.333 respectively.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14! We! examined! some! of! the! smaller! networks.! Some! of! them! are! geographically! specialized! and! organized!

around!one!financial!intermediary.!Others!bring!together!firms!from!the!same!industrial!sectors.!!
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15!For!reference,!the!closeness!of!Bluenext!for!each!of!these!3!years!is!0.351,!0.362,!and!0.333.!

!
Figure& 6:& Relationship& between& price& formation& process& and& connectedness& to& the& rest& of& the& market& (each& point&
corresponds&to&one&exchange&and&a&compliance&year)&
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6

The! evidence! presented! so! far! is! difficult! to! reconcile! with! equilibrium! behavior! of! the! textbook!
microstructureUfree! model! of! emissions! trading.! Even! conditional, on, partial, participation,! the! European!
carbon! market! does! not! seem! to! have! been! aggregating! information! effectively,! in! the! sense! that! price!
movements!do!not!respond!to!changes!in!the!net!positions!of!participating!firms.!In!addition!the!failure!of!
the!law!of!one!price!and!its!apparent!relationship!to!positions!of!trading!venues!in!the!network!suggests!a!
role!for!the!actual!structure!of!the!market.!!

Next steps

The evidence presented so far is difficult to reconcile with equilibrium behavior in the benchmark model
The!next!step!is!to!build!a!model!of!the!European!carbon!market!that!integrates!the!salient!features!of!this!

of emissions trading.
Even conditional on partial participation, the European carbon market does not
market,! namely:! (1)! traders! are! uncertain! about! their! future! emissions;! (2)! traders! differ! in! their!
connectivity!
to! the! market!
and! their! frequency!
of! trading!
(in! our!
case:!
electricity!
and! financial!
seem to have been
aggregating
information
effectively,
in the
sense
that
pricefirms!
movements
do not respond
intermediaries! versus! others;! connected! versus! non! connected! firms);! (2)! traders! can! trade! in! different!

trading!
including!
overUtheUcounter;! prices!
partially!
public!the
(Bluenext!
and!of
Point!
prices!
to changes in the
net venues!
positions
of participating
firms.are!In
addition
failure
theCarbon!
law of
one price and its
were! largely! available! to! all! traders).! We! are! currently! working! on! this! model! and! its! empirical!

apparent relationship
to positions of trading venues in the network suggests a role for the actual structure
implementation.!The!goal!is!to!study!how!information!aggregates!in!this!setting!and!what!new!sources!of!
inefficiency!partial!participation!and!market!fragmentation!bring.!We!will!then!use!the!model!to!explore!

of the market. The next step is to extend the benchmark model to account for the salient features of
14!

this market, namely:
(1) traders differ in their connectivity to the market and their frequency of trading
!
(in our case: electricity firms and financial intermediaries versus others; connected versus non connected
firms); (2) traders can trade in different trading venues including over-the-counter and prices are partially
public (Bluenext and Point Carbon prices were largely available to all traders). We are currently working
on this model and its empirical implementation. The goal is to study how information aggregates in this
setting and what new sources of inefficiency partial participation and market fragmentation bring. We
will then use the model to explore the impact of auctioning (rather than grandfathering) and of a ban on
borrowing on information aggregation and efficiency.
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Appendix A: Proofs
Proof of Lemma 2. Let pT = f (eT , T ) denote the implicit function of eT and T that defines pT in (6),
where the aggregate signal xT has been replaced by its constituent parts, xT = eT + T . Given that eT
and εT are normally distributed,

D
f (eT , T ) −→ N (f (N µ, 0) , ∇f (eT , T )T 

N σ2

0

0

N


 ∇f (eT , T ))

(13)

as N becomes large. The gradient of the price function with respect to eT and T can be found by applying
the implicit function theorem to (6). We find that
∂pT
∂pT
σ2
Kφ
=
=
∂eT
∂T
1 + σ 2 ST + Kφ

(14)

θ

where φ is shorthand notation for the density of the standard normal evaluated at
σ2
x
(1+σ 2 ) T

1
− (1+σ
2 ) N µT −

p0T
θ

− ET −1 +AT −1

, where p0T = f (N µT , 0), the price that would prevail if aggregate emissions

are exactly equal to the expected mean aggregate emissions and the aggregate signal noise is zero and
xT = N µT .
Then (using the same techniques as in Lemma 1),
E[eT −1 + eT −

p0T
1
σ2
pT
|IiT −1 , xT −1 ] =
N
µ
+
x
+
N
µ
−
T
−1
T
T
θ
1 + σ2
1 + σ2
θ

The standard formula for the variance of a combination of dependent normal distributions implies that

var[eT −1 + eT −

pT
N σ2
1
2
|IiT −1 , xT −1 ] =
+ N σ 2 + 2 var(pT ) − covar(eT , pT )
2
θ
1+σ
θ
θ
!2
N σ2
N σ4
Kφ
2
Kφ
2
+ Nσ +
− N σ2
(using (13) and (14)
=
1 + σ2
(1 + σ 2 )θ2 ST + Kφ
θ
ST + Kφ
θ
θ



N σ2
σ2
Kφ
Kφ
2
2
=
+ Nσ − Nσ
1−
1 + σ2
θST + Kφ
1 + σ 2 θST + Kφ
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Appendix B: Construction of the firm and transaction datasets
B.1. Using transaction patterns to identify accounts belonging to the same firm
This appendix describes the procedure used to identify accounts that belong to the same firm even if
the address and the account holder name differ. Specifically, we search for accounts that could serve as
trading desks for groups of related firms, the idea being that the transactions of interest in this case are
the transactions between the trading desk and third parties, whereas transactions between the trading
desk and the account of the related firms are just internal transfers.
To do this, we consider that each of the 6,684 unique firm IDs in our account dataset is a node. Two
nodes are connected if there was a transaction between them any time during phase I.
Step 1: identification of potential trading desks
We select those unique trader IDs that has a strictly positive betweenness meaning that they lie on at
least one shortest path between two nodes (1,676 unique trader IDs). These are candidate trading desks.
Step 2: For each potential trading desk of step 1, identification of related accounts
Let i index the candidate potential trading desks identified in step 1. For each i, select those nodes j that
satisfy the following two conditions:
1. Node j is at distance 1 of i, meaning that there was at least one direct transaction between i and j.
2. Node j only transacts with i
Step 2 results in 581 real candidates. There are on average 4.36 related firms per candidate trading desks
(min = 1, max = 108, median = 2). Each of these related firms are analyzed manually and accounts
are merged if it is clear, on the basis on their names or other account or transaction characteristics, that
these accounts do indeed correspond to a group of connected operator accounts and the trading desk for
those accounts. We merged all accounts or none, to avoid interpreting a broker serving different firms as
a dedicated trading desk for all installations of the same firm. This process further reduces the number
of unique firm IDs to 6,334.
Note that condition 2 is a conservative condition. If two subsidiaries of the same group trade directly
on top of using the trading desk, they will not be included in the list of candidate related firms for the
trading firms. Likewise, if one of these subsidiaries also traded with a third party, it will not be included.
As a result, it may lead us to continue to overestimate the number of independent traders and the number
of transactions.
Step 3: For the remaining candidate trading desks identified in step 1, check whether it
could serve as an exchange-dedicated trading desk
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Let i index the candidate potential trading desks identified in step 1 but that does not meet the conditions
of step 2. For each i, check whether it satisfies the following two conditions:
1. i is connected to an exchange
2. i trades with at most three different firm IDs (degree = 3)
This third step helps us identify accounts that are opened by firms to trade exclusively on an exchange.
Bluenext in particular required traders to hold an account in the French registry and several firms opened
an account in the French registry for the exclusive purpose of trading on Bluenext. The two conditions generate 1,454 candidate firms. They are analyzed manually to check whether these could indeed
correspond to candidate trading desks. This process further reduces the number of unique firm IDs to
6,284.
Adding the 36 firm IDs initially identified, the process of merging accounts of the same firms leads to
the identification of 6,320 unique firmID.

B.2. Using transaction patterns to classify firms into financial intermediaries or other
third party
Out of our 6,320 unique firms, 382 of them are neither operators nor exchanges. We use the graph
generated by their transactions (each firm is a node and two nodes are connected if they transacted at
least once during phase I) to classify them into financial intermediaries or “other” depending on their
level of betweenness,14 the number of transaction partners they have had during phase I and the number
of transactions in which they are involved.15
We start with the largest subgraph (N = 4,116). All identified exchanges are part of the largest
network. EXAA is the exchange with the lowest trading activity (betweenness = 0.007, degree = 15 and
51 trades per year). We classify firms as financial intermediaries if they have a betweenness, degree and
number of trades per year larger of equal to that of EXAA. 69 firms meet these conditions, including the
6 exchanges, 19 operators and 44 other firms. We checked manually the 19 firms identified as operators
to make sure they were not mistakenly classified as operators. All of them are active in the power and
heat sector. Some of them are known for having offered brokerage services in addition to trading on their
own accounts, which could explain their relatively high level of trading activity and betweenness. We
14

The betweenness of a node is a network is a measure of its role as an intermediary. Formally it is defined as
P
Pk (i,j)
1
i,j6=k P (i,j) where n is the number of nodes in the subgraph to which kk belongs, P (i, j) is the number
(n−1)(n−2)/2
of paths between i and j and Pk (i, j) is the number of shortest paths between i and j that goes through k. Betweenness is
computed within the maximal connected subgraph to which a node belongs.
15
Transactions are normalized by the number of years (in decimal) since the firm has opened its account.
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keep their firm type as operator. We also reviewed each 44 other firms to ensure that a classification as
financial intermediary makes sense, which is the case.
This analysis was replicated for the smaller subgraphs. We identify one additional financial intermediary in the seven-node network.
!

Appendix C: Exchanges in the EU ETS
Appendix&A:&Exchanges&in&the&EU&ETS&

&

Table 4: Exchanges in the EU ETS

Name&

Start&date& Products&

Specificity&

Nordpool!

!

European!Energy!Exchange!

February!
2005!
March!2005!

European!Climate!Exchange!

April!2005!

EXAA!
Bluenext!

June!2005!
June!2005!

Gestore!dei!Mercati!Energetici! March!2007!
(GME)&

Spot!+!futures!
Spot!+!futures!

Started! with! a! call! auction,! then!
moved!to!continuous!trading;!need!to!
deposit! allowances! ahead! to! be! able!
to!sell!
Futures!+!OTC!
Futures! converted! in! allowances! at!
clearing!
settlement!
Spot!
Weekly!call!auctions!
Spot!+!OTC!clearing! Need! an! account! in! the! French!
registry;! became! dominant! venue! for!
spot!trading!
Spot!
Need! to! deposit! allowances! ahead! to!
be!able!to!sell!

!

Appendix&B:&Construction&of&the&firm&and&transaction&datasets&
B.1.$Using$transaction$patterns$to$identify$accounts$belonging$to$the$same$firm$$
This!appendix!describes!the!procedure!used!to!identify!accounts!that!belong!to!the!same!firm!even!if!the!
address! and! the! account! holder! name! differ.! Specifically,! we! search! for! accounts! that! could! serve! as!
trading!desks!for!groups!of!related!firms,!the!idea!being!that!the!transactions!of!interest!in!this!case!are!
the! transactions! between! the! trading! desk! and! third! parties,! whereas! transactions! between! the! trading!
desk!and!the!account!of!the!related!firms!are!just!internal!transfers.!!
To!do!this,!we!consider!that!each!of!the!6,684!unique!firm!IDs!in!our!account!dataset!is!a!node.!Two!nodes!
are!connected!if!there!was!a!transaction!between!them!any!time!during!phase!I.!!
Step$1:$identification$of$potential$trading$desks$
We!select!those!unique!trader!IDs!that!has!a!strictly!positive!betweenness!meaning!that!they!lie!on!
at! least! one! shortest! path! between! two! nodes! (1,676! unique! trader! IDs).! These! are! candidate!
trading!desks.!
Step$2:$For$each$potential$trading$desk$of$step$1,$identification$of$related$accounts$$$
Let!i!index!the!candidate!potential!trading!desks!identified!in!step!1.!For!each!i,!select!those!nodes!
j!that!satisfy!the!following!two!conditions:!
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1. Node!j!is!at!distance!1!of!i,!meaning!that!there!was!at!least!one!direct!transaction!between!
i!and!j.!!

